The problem of localization of the resonant impurity states is discussed for an illustrative example of Titanium doped Lead Telluride. Electronic structure of PbTe:Ti is studied using first principles methods, densities of states and Bloch spectral functions are analyzed. We show that Ti creates resonant states in the conduction band of PbTe, however, spectral functions of the system strongly suggest localization of these states and show poor hybridization with PbTe electronic structure. The contrast between results presented here and previously reported spectral functions for PbTe:Tl correlate very well with the different effect of those impurities on thermopower (S) of PbTe, which is large increase is S for PbTe:Tl and almost no effect on S for PbTe:Ti. Moreover, magnetic properties of the system are studied and formation of magnetic moments on Ti atoms is found, both for ordered (ferromagnetic) and disordered (paramagnetic-like) phases, showing that PbTe:Ti can be a magnetic semiconductor.
Introduction Localization or delocalization of the electronic states, introduced to the semiconductor upon doping with impurity atoms, is the key parameter for understanding the basic physical properties of the doped material. It is especially important for improving the efficiency of thermoelectric (TE) materials via doping with the resonant impurities, [1] since localized electronic states generally do not take part in transport phenomena, and resonant states may be predisposed for localization, as they introduce sharp peaks in the densities of electronic states.
In this work, by using Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method with Coherent Potential Approximation (KKR-CPA), we address these topics by studying electronic structure of Titanium doped Lead Telluride, PbTe:Ti, and contrasting it to the recently published results for Thallium doped PbTe. [2] In both cases, impurity atoms, Ti and Tl, create resonant states in PbTe. [3, 4] However, in the Tl doped PbTe, thermopower (and thermoelectric efficiency) was found to increase, comparing to other, non-resonant impurities. [1, [5] [6] [7] On the other hand, in PbTe:Ti no increase in thermopower above the Pisarenko line (i.e. thermopower as a function of carrier concentration) for the n-type PbTe was found. [8] This difference was tentatively explained before as the result of more localized nature of the resonant states for the PbTe:Ti case, since here resonant levels come from 3d electronic states of Titanium, more likely to be localized than 6s states of Thallium. [1, 8] In present work, we give strong support to the localization of Titanium impurity states and show that the KKR-CPA method allows to study such effects. Calculated Bloch spectral functions, which describe the dispersion relations for the disordered system, show that Ti 3d states are likely to form dispersionless, * e-mail: wiendlocha@fis.agh.edu.pl flat and narrow impurity band, characteristic for a localized states. Also, the electronic states which appear in the Brillouin zone of PbTe upon substitution of Pb with Ti show very small hybridization with Te electronic states, confirming the isolated character of the impurity. The formation of resonant states on transition-metal impurities in PbTe was reported in literature (e.g. Cr [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , Fe [14, 15] , Sc [16] ) however, the problem of localization of these states, and their dispersions, was not investigated theoretically before, and our results contribute to the general understanding of the resonant states in semiconductors.
In addition, as introduction of the transition metal to the semiconductor may strongly modify its magnetic properties (e.g. Cr doped PbTe [11] [12] [13] ), sometimes even resulting in forming an ordered ferromagnetic state (so called diluted magnetic semiconductors, DMS [17, 18] ), the magnetic ground state is studied as well, and we find that local magnetic moment appears on Ti atoms, both in ordered (ferromagnetic) as well as disordered (paramagnetic-like) phases.
Results and discussion Electronic structure calculations for Ti doped PbTe were performed using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method, and applying the coherent potential approximation (CPA) to account for the chemical disorder. The Munich SPRKKR [19, 20] package was used, the details of the calculations were similar to those presented in Ref. [2] . The experimental crystal structure [21] (NaCl type, space group no 225) was used, with the lattice parameter of 6.46Å, and with Ti placed on Pb sites. Calculations in the relativistic (including spin-orbit interaction), as well as scalar-relativistic modes were done, relativistic results are presented here.
Electronic densities of states for Ti 0.02 Pb 0.98 Te are presented in Fig. 1 , whereas the site-decomposed DOS for Ti atom, with angular momentum decomposition, is shown in Fig. 2 . First of all, the calculations predict the location of the Fermi level in the conduction band of PbTe, in agreement with the experimental n-type conductivity of the system. [8] The integrated density of states from the conduction band edge up to the Fermi level shows that there are about 0.04 electrons per formula unit (about 0.035 up and 0.005 down). For the 2% concentration of Ti atoms, this means that Titanium acts as a two electron donor, which would correspond to Ti +4 atomic configuration. However, the occupied electronic states between conduction band edge and E F do not exclusively come from two 3d electrons of Ti, since part of the 3d Ti states are located in the valence band below the gap. The resonant-like character of Ti atom in PbTe is seen, as it creates sharp peak at the Fermi level. The DOS shows spin polarization, predicting the formation of magnetic ground state in the system. Magnetic moment per formula unit, in agreement with the number of spin-up and spin-down states located above the band gap, is about 0.03 µ B . Magnetic moments appear on Titanium atoms, which is not very common case (but Ti was found to be magnetic impurity in other systems, e.g. in semiconducting ZnO). [22] The magnetic moment comes mainly from the spin-polarized 3d states, which forms three peaks in the conduction band DOS, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . Spinup DOS shows clear t 2g -e g splitting, whereas for spindown states, t 2g and e g (empty) states overlap. Fermi level is pinned in the middle of the first, spin-up DOS peak (t 2g ), hence there should be around 1. exhibit small positive magnetization, supplying the 'missing' 0.004 µ B to the total magnetization of the conduction band and hence the magnetic moment per formula unit (0.02×1.3 µ B from Ti + 0.004 µ B from Pb and Te = 0.03 µ B per f.u., in agreement with the number derived from the integration of the total DOS). In addition to the spin moment, orbital magnetic moment on Ti equal to µ orb = −0.24 µ B was found.
To verify whether the appearance and magnitude of the magnetic moment on Ti atom might be related to the assumed type of magnetic ordering (which is naturally ferro for a single unit cell with periodic boundary conditions), calculations for the disordered paramagnetic-like system were done. To simulate the complete magnetic disorder, so called disordered local moments (DLM) method [23] [24] [25] was used. In these calculations, the titanium atoms with initial 'up' and 'down' magnetic moments were placed on the Pb site, simulating Pb 0.98 Ti ↑ 0.01 Ti ↓ 0.01 Te system with the use of the coherent potential approximation. After reaching convergence in the self-consistent cycle, the magnetic moment on Ti atoms were equal to ±1.68 mu B , thus remained practically unchanged from the starting values, and canceling each other to the zero total magnetic moment of the unit cell. Thus we may expect, that even if the magnetic interactions between Ti ions in the real system are not strong enough to develop the magnetically ordered state, Ti atoms may posses magnetic moments leading to semimagnetic state.
The magnetic properties of PbTe:Ti were unfortunately not studied experimentally, so direct comparison with experiment is not possible at the moment, and the question whether in PbTe:Ti any ordered or disordered magnetic state is formed, remains open. Since the hybridization between Ti d states and p states of PbTe is rather small (see, below) the Zener's p − d exchange mechanism, responsible for ferromagnetism e.g. in Ga 1−x Mn x As [26] is not expected, however other mech- anisms, like double exchange [18] cannot be excluded. Now let us discuss the modifications of the electronic bands to address the problem of localization of the impurity states. To show how presence of Ti modifies the electronic dispersion relations of PbTe, Bloch spectral density functions A B (k, E) (BSF) were calculated. To recall shortly, BSF can be considered as a generalization of the dispersion relations for the disordered solid. [20, 27, 28] For the ordered crystal without impurities, A B (k, E) at given k is a Dirac delta function of energy, being non-zero only in (k, E) points, where electron in the band ν has an energy eigenvalue E ν,k , thus A B (k, E) = ν δ(E −E ν,k ). In such a case, the series of BSF describe the usual dispersion relations E(k). In disordered systems, like crystal with substituted atoms, due to the disorder-induced alloy scattering of electrons the electronic bands are smeared, and, for majority of cases, BSF at given k takes the form of the Lorentz function, where the peak of BSF gives the position to the center of the band E ν,k , and full width at half maximum (FWHM) value Γ corresponds to the life time of the electronic state [29] , τ =h/Γ.
To visualize the dispersion relations using BSF, two dimensional projections of the BSF for Ti 0.02 Pb 0.98 Te are presented in Fig. 3 . The color marks the value of BSF, black corresponds to values greater than 300 a.u. The most important feature of presented spectral functions is the dispersionless, flat part of the spin-up BSF, located at the Fermi level. This constant and k-independent part of BSF resembles the flat impurity band, showing that those states are likely to be localized in real space. This flat BSF part corresponds to the first spin-up DOS peak in Ti states, presented in the Fig. 2 . The part of BSF corresponding to the second spin-up DOS peak, in agreement with its larger width and smaller top value, shows smaller intensity. On the spin-down BSF plot, we also clearly recognize similar, flat BSF part, below -1 eV, corresponding to the spin-down DOS peak seen in the Fig. 2 . To confirm the impurity character of these localized states, and small hybridization of the impurity states with the neighboring Te atoms, BSF at k = (0, 0, 0) (Γ point) for spin up and spin down states are plotted in the Fig. 4 , with spatial decomposition from two crystal sites of the PbTe rock salt structure, i.e. (4a) site, occupied by Pb+Ti, and (4b), occupied by Te. In contrast to the original PbTe band centered about -1.5 eV below E F , showing both sites contribution, the impurity-induced states appearing at 0 eV, 0.5 eV (spin-up), and 1.2 eV (spin-down) show no Te contribution, i.e. no hybridization with nearest neighbors atoms. Since at Γ point at this energy in PbTe there are no electronic bands (cf. Fig. 3 ), the origin of this states is exclusively the presence of Ti impurities. This localized behavior of Ti impurity remains in agreement with the experimental observations, where Ti was found to create a resonant level in the conduction band of PbTe [8] , but it did not contribute to the carrier concentration, measured using Hall effect, and did not increase the thermopower at given carrier concentration, comparing to other classical n-type impurities. No possitive effect on TE performance due to modifications in electron scattering was also observed. [8] The theoretical results obtained here for PbTe:Ti case can be now compared to the PbTe:Tl case, since Tl is a resonant impurity in PbTe as well, where increase in thermopower against other impurities, was observed. [1, [5] [6] [7] Basing on similar analysis of the Bloch spectral func-tions, it was recently showed [2] that Thallium states in PbTe did not form any narrow-impurity-band-like features in BSF. Presence of resonant Tl impurity lead to substantial blurring of the highest valence band, mainly between Σ and L points in the Brillouin zone (BZ), and the strongly hybridized impurity and host (mainly Te) electronic states formed a 'cloud' of additional electronic states around this band, which was the origin of the peak in density of states. In view of those results, the effect of increase in thermopower by the presence of resonant impurity was analyzed as similar to the effect of band convergence or increase in the band degeneracy, known to improve TE properties of materials. Now, contrast between the Bloch spectral functions in Ti and Tl doped PbTe gives further support for this reasoning. Creation of the isolated (weekly hybridized) impurity-band-like states (Ti case), instead of adding of extra hybridized states around existing band (Tl case) results in no increase in Seebeck coefficient. As was explained e.g. in Refs [1, 2] , even, if the impurity band, having large effective mass, has a large partial thermopower S imp , due to its localized character will have very small, partial conductivity σ imp , much smaller than the host material conductivity σ host . Thus, for such a two band system, where the total thermopower is the weighted average S (σ host S host + σ imp S imp )/(σ host + σ imp ), condition σ host σ imp results in S S host . This once again confirms that the delocalization and hybridization of the resonant impurity states is the key parameter to improve thermoelectric properties of semiconductors.
Summary Results of the first principles calculations of electronic structure of Ti 0.02 Pb 0.98 Te were presented. Analysis of densities of states showed that Ti is a donor in PbTe. Formation of local magnetic moments equal to about 1.6 µ B per Ti atom was found, even in the absence of magnetic order. Calculated Bloch spectral functions showed, that 3d electrons of Ti form dispersionless impurity-band-like states in the conduction band of PbTe, poorly hybridized with the host crystal's electronic states. These observations were interpreted as a signature of localization of Ti states, in agreement with experimental studies. The comparison of the BSF obtained here for Ti 0.02 Pb 0.98 Te with those published for Tl 0.02 Pb 0.98 Te give intuitive explanation for the different effects of Tl and Ti resonant impurities on thermopower of PbTe, i.e. increase in first case and no effect in second case.
